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0. Introduction
In this paper we establish analyticity in t of solutions to quasilinear evolu-
tion equations
(0.1) ψ+A(t,u)u=f(t,u), O^t^T,
at
(0.2) iι(0) = u0.
The unknown, u, is a function of t with values in a Banach space X. For fixed
t and Z G I , the linear operator — A(t,v) is the generator of an analytic semigroup
in X and f(t,v)^iX. Several authors Ouchi [6],Ήayden and Massey[2], have
considered analyticity for semilinear equations dujdt-\~A{t)u~f(tf u). And
Massey[5] discussed analyticity for quasilinear equations (0.1) when the domain
D{A(t,u)) of A{t,u) does not depend on t, u.
In the present paper, we consider analyticity for (0.1), (0.2) under the
assumption that D(A(t,u)h) is independent of ί, u for some λ=l/m where m is
a positive integer. In order to prove it we shall make use of the linear theory
ofKato[3].
In the following L(X,Y) is the space of linear operators from a normed
space X to another normed space Y, and B{X, Y) is the space of bounded linear
operators belonging to L(XyY). L(X)=L(X,X) and B(X)=B(X>X). \\ ||
will be used for the norm both in X and B{X) it should be clear from the context
which is intended.
We shall make the following assumptions:
A-Γ) u
o
^D(A
o
) and Aζ* is a well-defined operatorEfi(Z) where A0=A(0yu0).
A-2°) There exist h=\\m, where m is an integer, m^2, R>0, Γ 0>0, φ0>0
and 0^α<h, such that A(tyAόαw) is a well-defined operator^L(X) for each
teΊ,
o
={teC;\Bigt\<φo,O£\t\<T
o
} and w<=N= {w(=X; \\w-A*
o
uQ\\<R).
A-3°) For any ί<ΞΣ0 and
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Γthe resolvent set of A(t,A^*w) contains the left half-plane
land there exists C
x
 suchthat \\{\—A{t9AζΛw))'ι\\^Cι{l + \\\)~\ Re λ^O.
A-4°) The domain D(A(t,Aϊ*w)h)=D of A(t,Aϊ*w)k is independent of
and w^N.
A-5°) The map Φ: (t,w)*-> A(t,Aϊ*w)hAϊh is analytic from (Σ0\{0})χiV to
B(X).
A-6°) There exist C2, C3, σ, 1— h<σ^\ such that
(0.4)
(0.5)
A-7°) f(t,Aό*w) is defined and belongs to X for each ί ^ Σ 0 and w^N, and
there exists C4 such that
(0.6) \\f(t,Aϊ«w)-f(s,Aϊ%)\\^CΛ\t-s\σ+\\w-v\\} UGΣ0J z^eiV.
A-8°) The map Ψ: (t,w)h->/(ί,,45"rtα;) is analytic from (Σ
o
\{0})xΛΓinto X.
These constants C
ί
(zGiV+) do not depend on t,syw,v.
The main result of this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let the assumptions A-Γ)—A-8°) hold. Then there exist
Ty 0<T^T0, φ, 0 < φ ^ φ 0 , K>0, k, \—h<k<\ and a unique continuous function
u mapping Σ = {t^C; \arg t\<φ, 0 ^ \t\ <T} into X such that u(0)=u
Ό
, u(t)<^
D{A{tyu{t))) and \\A*ou(t)-A*ouo\\<R for *eΣ\{0}; U:Z\{0}->X is analytic,
at
REMARK. Under the assumption that D(A{t,u)h) is constant, Sobolevskii
[8] gave the existence of solutions to (0.1) with differentiable coefficients. But,
as far as the author knows, the proof of [8] (or similar results) is not published
yet. In this paper we give the existence of local solutions to (0.1) for A(t,u)
differentiable in t, u (Theorem 2). But in this case, the condition (3.5) seems
to be too restrictive to apply Theorem 2 to the Neumann problems. The
condition may be reasonable when A{t,u) is analytic in u and differentiable in t.
The author wishes to express her hearty thanks to Professor Y. Kόmura
for his kind advices and encouragements.
1. Fractional powers of operators which generate analytic semi-
groups
Assume that A is a closed operator in Banach space X with domain, D(A),
dense in X and that the resolvent set of A contains the left half-plane and (1 +
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\X\)(A—λ)"1 is uniformly bounded in ReX^O. Then there exist M, 0,
O < 0 < — such that the resolvent set of A contains closed sectorial domain
!^0}U{O} and
(1.1) \\(A—λ)"1||^M(l+|λ|)"1 λ G Σ ,
(i.iy
—A is a generator of an analytic semigroup in X, and the fractional powers
are defined as follows;
(1.2) A" =
(A'")-1 α > 0
/ α = 0
where the integration path Γ consists of the two rays a-\-re±iφ[θ<φ<πy a>0,
Ofgr<oo] and run in the resolvent of A from o°e~iφ to oo^ 'Ψ. We define that
λ* attain positive values when λ > 0 .
A" have the following properties;
1) For α<0, A*EΞB(X).
2) For α>0, A* is a closed operator in X with domain, D(A"), dense in X.
3) D(A*)Z)D(Aβ) ϊorβ>a>0.
4) For any α>0, β>0y A*+β=A*Aβ=AβA* holds.
It follows from (1.1) that there exist δ>0, C > 0 such that
(1.3)
(1.4)
For an operator A satisfying (1.3) we can give an equivalent definition of the
fractional powers A" as follows;
(A-y1 α>0
(1.5) A' =
a<0.
For any a<β<Ύ an inequality of moments
(1.6) | | ^
holds. (Krein[4] Chapter 1. Theorem 5.2)
For 0^ct<l , — AΛ is also the generator of an analytic semigroup in X and
has similar properties as A with θ replaced by aθ.
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Assume that A and B are closed operators in X with domain, D(A) and
D(B), dense in X and with property (1.1), and that D(A)dD(B). Then D{A?)
aD(B°) for 0<a<β^l. (Krein [4] Chapter 1. Lemma 7.3)
For these and other properties of analytic semigroups, see Tanabe[9]
Sobolevskii[7] Krein[4] Friedman[1] etc..
2. Kato's results
We shall make the following assumptions:
1°) For each £G[0, Γ], A(t) is a densely defined, closed linear operator in X
with its spectrum contained in a fixed sector S
θ
= {z^C; \ arg z\ <05^—}. The
resolvent of A(t) satisfies the inequality
(2.1) \\[z
where M
o
 is a constant independent of t. Furthermore, z=0 also belongs to
the resolvent set of A(t) and
(2.2) IWίΠlsSMi
M1 being independent of t.
2°) For some Λ^l/m, where m is a positive integer, ^ 2 , D(A(t)h)=D is in-
dependent of /, and there are constants k, M2 and M3 such that
(2.3) \\A(t)hA(s)-h\\^M2, O^t^T,
(2.4) \\A(t)hA{sγh-I\\^Mz\t-s\\ O^t^T,
REMARK. From (2.2) there exists Ch>0 such that
(2.2)' \\A{tyhmCh for ίe[0,Γ]
Ch being independent of t.
Under these assumptions, we get the following theorems. They are due
to Kato.
Theorem A. Let the conditions 1°) and 2°) be satisfied. Then there exists
a unique evolution operator U(t,s)^B{X) defined for O^s^t^T, with following
properties. U(t,s) is strongly continuous for O^s^t^T and
(2.5) U(t, r) = U{t, s)U(s, r),
(2.6) U(t,t) = I.
For s<t} the range of U(t,s) is a subset of D(A(t)) and
(2.7) A{t)U{t}s)^B{X), \\A(t)U(t,s)\\^M\t-s\-\
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where M is a constant depending only on θ, h, k, T, MOy Mly M2 and M3. Fur-
thermore, U(t,s) is strongly continuously differentίable in t for f>9 and
(2.8) ±U(t,s)+A(t)U(t,s) = O.
y U(t,s)u is strongly continuously differ entίable in s for s<Ct. If in particular
u<=D(A(s0)), then
(2.9) | - U(t, s)u I
 s = s o
 = U(t, s
o
)A(s
o
)u .
OS
If f(t) is continuous in t, any strict solution of
(2.10) ^+A(t)u=f(t)
must be expressible in the form
(2.11) u(t) = U(t, 0)«(0)+(V(ί, s)f(s)ds .
Jo
(
Conversely, the u(t) given by (2.11) is a strict solution of (2.10) if f(t) is Holder con-
tinuous on [0, T] here u(0) may be an arbitrary element of X.
Proof. See, [3].
Theorem B. Assume that A(t) can be continued to a complex neighborhood
Δ of the interval [0} T] in such a way that the conditions 1°), 2°) are satisfied for
t,s^Δ. Furthermore, let A(t)~h be holomorphic for ί e Δ . Then the evolution
operator U(t,s) exists for s^ty satisfies the assertions of Theorem A and is holomor-
phic in s and t for s<t. (Here "s<t" should be interpreted as meaning " ί - ί G Σ " ,
where Σ is the sector \arg t\ <πβ—θ of the t-plane, and "s^t" as < ί ί<ί or s=
t".) If f(t) is holomorphic for ίGΔ, £>0, and Holder continuous at /=0, every
solution o/(2.10) has a continuation holomorphic for ίGΔ,
Proof. See, [3].
It follows from 1°) and 2°) that
(2.12) \\A(t)«txp(τA(t))\\^N6\τ\-«: 0^α^2, \ar
(2.13) WAityU&s^ih+k-ay'N^t-s
(2.14) \\A(ή*+hU(t,s)A(s)-h\\^(k-a)-1N19(t-s)
Here the constants Ni(i^4
 yi<=N) are determined by M^M^Mz.M^θ.h.k^T.
For a proof of the above estimates, (2.12)-(2.14), see the argument in [3], In
addition to these, we shall prove some estimates which will be used in the follow-
ing.
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Proposition 1. If \—h<k<\, 0<a<a'<l—k, then for any
Ty the following inequalities hold:
(2.15) \\A(0)a[U(t, 0)-U(s,
(2.16) \\A(0)Λ[U(t9 r)-U{s, r)}\\<LC{t-sf-«'{s-r)-',
where the constant C is determined by M0,M1,M2,M3,θ,h,k,a,T.
Proof of (2.15). Actually, by (2.5), the identity
(2.17) A(0)*[U(t, 0 ) - U(s, O)μ(O)"1
= {A(0)*A(t)-"Ά(t)«'[U(t, s)-e
o
+A(O)*A(t)-*'['~SA(t)1+«'-he-rAmA(t)h[A(ty1-A(s)-1]dr}
χA(s)U(s,0)A(0)-1
holds.
For any O^t^T the following inequality holds:
(2.18) y
where the constant M ^ depends on a and a', but is independent of t.
In fact, from formula (1.5) and from the inequalities (1.6), (1.3), (1.4) and
(2.3) it follows that for any n e l , we have A(t)-a'v<ΞD(A(0)a) and there exist
C > 0 , § > 0 such that
\\A(0)aA(ty*'v\\
A(t)k<
>—L
Y{a' jh)h_ ( V«
Λ
«V'/*>-1o ds\\j
(o — i
Γ (τ)
(τ)
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Thus we obtain (2.18).
In the following, the constants CltC2, ••• do not depend on s, t.
We verify the following inequality:
(2.19) WAityiAity'-Aisy^W^CAt-sl" O^s^t^T.
From formula (1.2) and from the inequalities (2.1) and (2.4) it follows that
A(t)~1veD(A(t)k) and ^ (f)-V6ΰ(i(ί)*) for any s e l and
Zπ
^ i ^ [ |λ--1 n^o^λ-^ί)*)-1!! ||i4(ί)M(*)-*-7||
Thus we have (2.19).
For any O^s^t^T, the inequality
(2.20)
holds. In fact, from (1.3), (1.4), (2.19) and k>\—h it follows that
^ Ce-*t+Ce-stth-1C
ι
(t-s)k
Thus we get (2.20).
For any O ^ s ^ ί ^ Γ w e get the bound
(2.21)
Actually, for any ί G l w e have
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A{r)U{r,s)A{s)-ιv
= A{r) [e~^-r'>A^A{syιv+i\e^'-^A^[A{r)-A{ζ)\U{ζ, s)A(s)-1vdζ}
hU(ζ, s)A{s)~1v dζ
P=l
γ
hU(ζ, s)A(s)~1v dζ .
Applying (2.20), (1.4) and (2.4), we get
\\A(r)U(r,s)A(s)-iv\\
^
h\\ \\A(ζ)U(ζ, s)A(s)-1v\\dζ
jHll
+ [rC5(r-ς)h-2+k Σ Γtf-w e- e-β max CΓp\\A(ζ)U(ξ, s)A(s)-1v\\dζ
Therefore, applying GronwalΓs Lemma, we have
\\A(r)U(r>s)A(s)-1\\
0
Thus (2.21) is proved.
Next, for any O Ssrgi ST', the inequality
(2.22) \\A{tf[U(t, ίJ-β-^
holds. In fact we can write
(r-s)/8
, s)dr]A(s)~1
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-«-
r>AM Σ A(tγ->h[A(t)hA(ryh-Γ\A{rγhU(r, s)A(sy1dr
P=l
P=lJs
Therefore, from (2.12), (2.4) and (2.21), it follows that
1b[
P=lJs
^ N^cS'it-r)^"-"'-1 Σ r<*-»* max |\A(r)»- >k\\ώr
^ C6(t-s)k+h-*'.
Thus (2.22) is obtained.
(2.23) wi'^Aίife-'WdrW ^['''Nf-'dr^ C
Ί
{t-s)1-*'.
Jo
This follows from (2.12).
Finally, from (2.12) and (2.19) it follows that
(2.24) || ΓSA(t)ι+Λ/-he-rΛ^A(t)h[A(t)-ι-A(s)-ι]dr
Jo
5S C
e
(/-i)*+*--/.
Then from (2.17), (2.18), (2.22), (2.23), (2.24) and (2.21), we get
\\A{0)m[U(t,0)-U(s,0)]Ai0)-1\\
5Ξ {M
aa
,C6(tsy+h-*'+Maa,C7(t-sy-a'+Maa,Ci(t-s)k+>-*'} C,
^ c(t-
s
γ-*'
Thus, (2.15) is proved.
Proof of (2.16). Actually, by (2.5), the identity
(2.25) A(0) [U(t,r)-U(s,r)]
= {A(O)*A(t)-*Ά(tf[U(t, ίj-β-ί'-')*')]^)-1
-A(O)mA(t)-*['~'Aίt)m'e-εA«>dζJo
+A(O)ΛA(t)-a/['~SA(ty+a'-he-SAWA(t)h[A(t)-1-A(s)-1]dζ}A(s)U(s,r)
Jo
holds. By (2.13)
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(2.26) \\A(s)U(s, r)\\ ^
Then, from (2.25), (2.18), (2.22), (2.23), (2.24) and (2.26), we have
\\Aiθγ[U(t,r)-U(s,r)]\\
Thus, (2.16) is proved.
REMARK. Even if 0<α<α'^h, (2.18) holds good.
Proposition 2. Let the function f(t) be continuous on [0, T]. Then for any
O^s^t^T, 0<a<a'<a"<h, the following inequality holds:
(2.27) \\A^U{t,r)f(r)dr-^U{s,r)f{r)dr-\\\ ^ C...|ί—*11"-"(|log(ί—*) | + 1 ) .
Jo Jo
Proof. In fact, first let s^t—s. Then from (2.18) and (2.13) it follows
that
<\\AtA{ty«'\\\\\A(if'U{t, OH
Jo
\ ) f ( ) \ \
o Jo
rψ-
a
'+s1-*']^ Maa,(h+k-ariNls(l-arψ-a'+s1-*'] max ||/(r)
And t^2(t—s) since s^t—s. Therefore
hence, put
' \\f(r)\\N
u
and we obtain (2.27) for s^t—s.
If s^ΐ—s
r
 then s—(2s—ή^t—s and from (2.18) and (2.16)
fU(t, r)f(r)dr- f Vfc r)f(r)dr]\\
o Jo
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U{s, r)f{r)dr}\\
+1 \A%A{t)-*' \ZS~Ά(t)a'[U(t, r) - U(s, r)]f{r)dr\ \
Jo
^ CL,I t-sIi-«'+c:
a
,(t-sy-«"[\ log(ί-j) I +1] max ||/(r)
Hence, put
< w = CL'+C*
a
, max | |/(r)| |
and we obtain (2.27).
Proρosition3. If 0<a'<a"<h, then for any O^r^t^T, the following
inequality holds:
(2.28) \\A(t)"U(t,r)A(rf->h\\ ^  E(t-ryk-"'-1 p = 1,2, - , m .
Proof. First we note the following identity:
(2.29) A(tYV(t
s
r)A(ff-*h
= A(tf{cxp(-(t-r)A(r))
-1b[tU(t,s)A(sy-ιh[A(s)hA(r)-h-~-I]A(r)ιh
Xexp(-(s-r)A(r))ds}A(rγ->h
= A(t)*'exp(-(t-r)A(r))A(r)1-<"'
-f*[tA(t)*'U(t,s)A(s)1->h[A(s)hA(r)-h-I]A(ry-th+lk
t=lJr
X exp(—(s—r)A(r))ds .
Set
(Xt(t,ή = A(t)*'U(t,s)A(sy-f(2.30) Xpβ,s) = A(t)aΆ(Sγ-tkexp(-(t-s)A(s))
{K
ι>p(s,r) = -[A(s)»A(rrh-I]A(ry->h+"'exp(-(s-r)A(r)).
We obtain a system of integral equations satisfied by Xp,p=ly~ ,nι.
In writing down these integral equations, we find it convenient to introduce
the following notation. For any two operator-valued functions K'(t,s), K"(t,s)
defined for 0<s<ί<T> we define their convolution by
K = K'*K'\ K(t}r) =
Then the system of integral equations for Xp has the form
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(2.31) Xp = XPi0+tiXl*KltP P = l , 2 , ,«.
From (2.30), (2.18) and (2.12) it follows that
(2.32) \\Xpfi{t,r)\\
£ \\A(tfA(r)-°"\\ \\A(rγ-^Λ"
e
χp(-(t-r)A(r))\\
From (2.30), (2.4) and (2.12) it follows that
(2.33) \\K,.p(s,r)\\ ^
-r)""-"1-1 ^ E2(s-r)k+pl -" -1.
Suppose that the system (2.31) has been solved for Xp by successive ap-
proximation in the form
(2-34) Xp(t,r) = flXPii(t,r),
ί = 0
(2.35) Vi-Σ^ * ^ .
Applying (2.32) and (2.33), we shall show that the series (2.34) are in fact con-
vergent, with the rate of convergence determined by the constants, T^θ^h3h3a\
a",M0yMlyM2,M3 alone. For convenience in this estimation, we further in-
troduce the following notation. We denote by P(a,M) the set of all operator-
valued function K(t,s), defined and strongly continous for O^s^t^T such that
In particular, K^P(ayM) with a>\ implies that K(t,s) is continous even for
s=t and K(t,t)=0. The following Lemma is a direct consequence of the de-
finition.
Lemma 1. If K'tΞP(a'y M') and K"^P(a!f, M") with a' and d' positive,
then Kf*K"<Ξ:P(a'+a", B{a', a!f)M'M"). Here B denotes the beta function.
Now we have from (2.32) and (2.33)
(2.36) Xp^P{ph-af\Ex),
(2.37) KltPtEP(k+ph-lh,E2);
(2.36) and (2.37) lead to the following estimate on Xpi:
(2.38) Xp^P{ph-a"+iK L^
where {L,} is a sequence defined successively by
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(2.39) L
o
 = 1, L,+1IL, = B(h-a"+ik, h+k-ί).
(2.38) can be proved by mathematical induction. For ί=0, it coincides
with (2.36). Assuming that it was proved for ί, we have from (2.35) and (2.37),
using Lemma 1,
X,,i*Kι^P(ph-a"+(i+l)k, C,tPj),
ClιKi = B(lh-a"+ik, k+ph-IhjL&m'Ei*1
^ B(h-a"+ik, h+k-l)LiEιmtEi+1
from which (2.38) follows for i replaced by z+1 in virtue of (2.39). Here it
should be noted that lh-a"+ik^h—a"+ik>0, k+ph—lh^k-tnh+h=:k-
ί+h>0.
It follows from (2.39) that
Li+ιIL, = 0(ί-<*+*-") [ * - + o o ] .
Since h+k~ l > 0 , we see from (2.38) that the series in (2.34) are absolutely
convergent for s<t, the convergence being uniform for t—s^a>0. Noting
that the first term in each of these series is estimated by (2.36), we thus obtain
the estimates
Xp<ΞP(ph-a"yE) p=l,2,-,m.
where E may depend on a,θyhyk3M0> - alone. Thus (2.28) is proved.
Proposition 4. Let the function f(ΐ) be Holder continuous on [0, T\. Then
far any O^r^T, the following inequality holds:
(2.40) \\A(ry\rU(r,s)f(ήds\\^E'r1-'"' :p = 1,2,-.m.
Jo
Proof. Actually, the identity
(2.41) \'u(r,s)f(s)ds
Jo
X U(ζ,s)dξ]f(s)ds
= ['exp(-(r-s)A(r))f(s)ds
Jo
χA{ζyU(ζ,s)dζf(s)ds
= \rtxp(-(r-s)A(r))f(s)ds
Jo
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P I
Multiplying (2.41) from left by A(r)qh, we obtain a system of integral equations
(2.42) Yq= Y,,o+ilHqtP*Yp q= 1,2,-,m,
p = l
where
( 2 4 3 ) Y,/r,0) = A(ry\rexp(-(r-s)A(r))f(s)ds ,
Jo
tfq>p(r,s) =
In the following the constants E3,E4, " do not depend on r}s.
We get
(2.44) WYWM^Ef1-" ? = l,2,...,m.
In fact, for g=l,2,•••#*—1, from (2.12) it follows that
||Y,.o(r,O)|| < \r\\A(rγ»exp(-(r-s)A(r))\\.\\f(s)\\ds
Jo
max
The case 3=wι. Noting that there exists £ l 5>0, 0 < ^ ^ l such that \\f(t)—f(s)
<>E5\t—s\
k
 for every s,t in [0,Γ], from (2.12), we have
max
Hence for a constant E3'^max.{Ei,E6} we obtain (2.44).
From (2.11) and (2.4) it follows that
(2.45) \\Hq,p(r,s)\\
fZ\\A(r)ί+«h-<" exP(-(r-s)A(r))\\>\\A(r)lΆ(srh-I\\
^ N
β
(rs)-1-'Ik+t'kM3(r-s)k
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Suppose that the system (2.42) has been solved for Yq by successive ap-
proximation in the form
(2.46) y , M ) = gy f .χr ,o),
(2-47) F
ί > ; + 1 = Σ ί f o * n , .
p = l
Applying (2.44) and (2.45), we shall show that the series (2.46) are in fact
convergent.
We have from (2.44) and (2.45)
(2.48) Yq
(2.49) HqtPtEP(k+ph-qh,E7)
(2.48) and (2.49) lead to the following estimates on Yqji
(2.50) Yqi^P(2-qh+ikJ L^mE,)')
where L{ is a sequence defined successively by
(2.51) L
o
 = 1, LM\U = B(\+ik, k+h-1)
It follows from (2.51) that
Since h+k—1>0 we see from (2.50) that the series in (2.46) are absolutely
convergent for s<t, the convergence being uniform for t—s2^α>0. Noting
that the first term in each of these series is estimated by (2.48), we thus obtain
the estimates
(2.52) YqtΞP(2-qh,E8) ? = l,2,...,m
Hence put E'=ESy and (2.40) is proved.
3. Existence of the solutions on the real axis
We consider the Cauchy problem
(3.1) ψ+A(t,u)u =f(t,u) O^t^T
at
(3.2) «ίθ) = «,.
We shall make the following assumptions:
3°) For some 0<α<λ=l/wz, where m is an integer, 2^2, and i?>0 and for any
v(ΞN(R)={v<Ξ:X;\\v\\<R} the operator A(t
ί
Aό<Av)=A(ty A(0y uoy«v) is well
defined on D{A(t,AZ*υ% for all O^t^T.
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4°) For any ί e [0, T] and v^N(R), the operator A(t,Aό"v) is a closed operator
from X to X with a domain D(A(t,Aό*v)) dense in JΓ and
(3.3) ||(λ/-i4(/,iliΓβϋ))"ΊI ^ CΊ/(1+ IλI) for all λ with Ik λ ^ 0
where CΊ is a constant independent of t,v.
5°) For every *e[0,Γ] and v<=N(R), the domain D ( ^ , i ό V ) Ξ ΰ o f
Aό"v)h does not depend on tyv. Furthermore, for any t,s^ [0,Γ] and v,
(3.4) WAfrAfvyAfrAi-tDy'W £ C2
(3.5) \\A(t,A^v)kA(s,Ai*zo)-k-I\\ £ C3{\t-s\*+\\v-w\
where 1— A < σ ^ l .
(6°) For every ί,5e [0, Γ] and II
(3.6)
7°) a
o
(3.7)
Theorem 2. Ltf£ /A^  assumptions 3°)-7°) Ao/ί. TA^ w /A^ re exists a unique
solution of (3.1) which is continuously differentiable for 0<£^£*, continuous for
ί^Z* and satisfies (3.2).
Proof. We first introduce sets Q(s,L,k). Here & is any number satisfying
1—h<k< min{l—α,σ} and L is any positive number. A function v(t)y defined
for O^ttίs, is said to belong to Q(s3L,k) if
v(0) =
and if for any t
u
t2 in [0,s]
(3.8) ιif(Ί)-»te)iι
Suppose ^£(0, Γ]. Then for any veQ(s1,L,k)
(3.9) IK/)||^L|ί-O|*+IKO)||^Lί*+||^Mo||.
From (3.7) and (3.8) it follows that if 0<ί2<min{ί1,[L-1(Λ-||yl?M0||)]1/*}, then
\\v(t)\\<L[L-\R-\\AtuJi\)]+\\AtuJl\ = R for ίe[0,*J .
Hence the operator
(3.10) A
v
{t) = ^ ( ί , ^ ^ ( ί ) )
is well defined for ίe[0,ί2] and, by (3.3)
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=S0, ίe[0,*J .
From (3.4) we obtain
\\A
v
(t)hA
v
{s)-> \\^Cz iίt,sCΞ[0,s2i.
From (3.5) and (3.8) we also get
\\A
v
{t)hA,{s)-h-I\\ ^ C3{|ί-ίΓ+IKί)-«(*)| |}
By Theorem A, there exists a fundamental solution U
υ
(t,s) corresponding
to Ap(t) and all the estimates for fundamental solutions derived in previous
section hold uniformly with respect to v in Q(s2,L,k). In paritcular, from
(2.15) and (2.16) we get for 0 < α < α ' < l — k , 0^r^s^t^s2
(3.12) \\A«0[Uv(t,r)-Up(s,r)]\\^C\t-sV-a/\s-r\->
where C is the constant depending on θ,h,k,a,C1,C2,C3,s2.
Setting f
v
(t)=f(t,Aϊav(t)), it follows from (3.6) and (3.8) that
(3.13) \\Ut)-Us)W ^ Ct{\t-s\'+\Ht)-v(s)\\}
Since f
v
(O)=f(O,Aoav(O))=f(O,u
o
) is independent of v, (3.13) implies that
(3.14) max \\f
v
(t)\\ ^  l l/tO.^JII+CJίΓ'+L}^ ^ C5
Set w
o
(t)=A*w(t)> where w is the unique solution of
(3.15) ^+A
v
(t)w=f
v
(t) ίe[0,*J
at
(3.16) w(0) = u0.
Then from (3.13) and Theorem A, w
v
 is given by
(3.17) wp(t) = AaoUp(t,O)uo+AU'uv(t,s)fv(s)ds .
Jo
In view of (3.17), for any t
u
t2 in[0,ί2] we obtain
(3.18) Hw.(<i)-
+ \\Aΐ[\tlU
v
{t1,s)fv(s)ds-\'2Uυ(t2,s)fp(s)ds]\\
Jo Jo
Making use of (3.13), (3.14) and (2.27), we find that
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(3.19) WA^Uβ^f^ds- \t2U
v
(t2,s)ft(s)ds]\\
Jo Jo
^C\t1-t2\
1
-»'(\log(t
ι
-t2)\+l)
Therefore from (3.18), (3.11) and (3.19) it follows that
Hence if ί 3 >0 satisfies Csl-
k
-
a
'\\A0u0\\+Cs
1
3-
t
-
a
'-'\t1-t2\
ί(\\og(t1-t2)\+i)^L
where 0 < £ < l — k—a' and if s3f^s2, the inequality
(3.20) Hw.(ίi)-w^ί)ll^i |ίi-ί2l* for t
u
t2<Ξ[0,s3]
holds.
Since (3.16) implies
(3.21) w
v
(O) =
We set F3=Q(s3,L,k) and define a transformation wυ=Tv for v^F3. Then
from (3.21) and (3.20) we have
^Llb-ttl* for tltt2(Ξ[0,s3]
that is, T maps F3 into itself.
We now consider F3 as a subset of the Banach space Y=C ([0,s3];X] con-
sisting of all the continuous functions v{t) from [0,s3] into X with norm
| | M H = sup IKOH.
We shall prove that T is a continuous mapping in F3 (with the topology
induced by Y) and that furthermore, if s3 is sufficiently small, then T is a con-
traction mapping.
i) The case of bounded A(ty Aή*v).
If A(t,Az*v) is assumed to be bounded for some t^[0,s3] and some v^
N(R), in addition to the assumptions 4°) and 5°), it follows that A(t,Aό"v)<=
B(X) for all t^[0,s3] and v(=N(R). In fact the boundedness of A(t,Ao"v)
implies that of A(t,Aϊ;*v)h so that the constant domain D=D(A(tyA^oiv)h) must
coincide with X. From (3.4) it follows that for any s in [0,s3] and
\\A(S)Aoaw)h\\ ^
Thus A(s,Aϊ*w)h<=B(X) and hence A(S,AO"W)EΞB(X) for all s and w.
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Let v
u
v2 belong to F3 and set
Ut{t,s) = UJt,s)
fi(t)=f(t,Aϊ*vi{t))
ty f*\ Ά~<Λτn (t\ i = l , 2
Thus, for i= 1,2.
(3.23)
= «o
since Ai(t)^B(X)[t=l,2],andwegetNote that ^(ίj
(3.24) ^ -
at
Now, we shall show the following,
Lemma 2. [A2(t)—A1(t)]z2(t) is Holder continuous in t for 0tS ttίs3.
Proof of Lemma. Write
(3.25)
= [A2(t)-A2(s)]z2(t)+A2(s) [*2(*)-
First we verify the following two inequalities:
(3.26) |p,( ί)-A(5)]*2«l l ϊW-*r
(3.27) \\Ai(s)[z2(t)-z2(s)]\\^D2(t-sγ->' 0^s^t^s3, * = 1,2,
where the constants Z^, Z)2 do not depend on vh s, t but depend on ||.4ol
In fact from (3.4), (3.5), (2.13) and (3.14) we have
= \\t,Ai(tγ-'»'[Ai(tfAi(sy-I]Ai(sγh{U2(t,0)u0+ Vu2{t,r)f2{r)dr}\\
P=l
X [I I C/2(ί,OKI I + (ΊI U2{t,r)f2(r)\\dr]Jo
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In fact from (3.4), (3.11) and (3.19) we have
I{\\Aΐ[U2{t,0)-
Thus using (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27) we obtain
(3.28)
so that [A2(t)—Aι(t)]z2(t) is Holder continuous. q.e.d.
From (3.6) for any 0^s^ί^s3 it follows that
(3.29)
Hence from (3.28) and (3.29) the right-hand side of (3.24) is Holder continuous.
Then applying Theorem A to (3.23) and ^(0) — #2(0)=0 we can write
(3.30) *,(*)-*#) = \u
ι
{t,r){{Mr)-A{r)]z2{r)+[fi{r)-f2{r)\)dr
Jo
Therefore from the definition of w
v
 we get the identity
(3.31) «φ)-to
n
{f)
A
ι
{rγ-P\A
ι
{r)hA2{r)---I]A2{rγ"z2{r)dr
+A*0\
>U
ι
(t,r)[f1(r)-f2(r)]dr
JO
+ \Ά«0U1(t,r)[f1(r)-f2(r)]dr.
Jo
In the following the constants ElyE2, ••• do not depend on $, ί, z;,-, 11-4*1
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For any 0^t^s3y the following inequality holds:
(3.32)
Jo
We see this, using (2.18), (2.13) and (3.6) for 0<a<a'<hy as follows;
Si \'\\A«0A1(t)-*'\\ WY'UMW \\Mr)-f2(r)\\dJo
Here we cite (2.28) for A=Alf £ 7 = ^ ;
(3.33) H Λ e '
Note that
(3.34) A2(ryz2(r) =
(3.35) \\A2(ryU2(r,0)u0\\ ^ \\AJr)»UJr,O)Aίk\\ \\Ahouo\\
since by (2.14).
From (2.40) we find that
(3.36) \\A2(ry"\rU2(r,s)f2(s)ds\\ ^  E/~» .
Jo
Hence using (3.34), (3.35) and (3.36) we have
(3.37) \\A2{rγ«z2{r)\\
Therefore from (3.31), (3.33), (3.5), (3.37) and (3.32) it follows that
(3.38) \\wVl(t)~wV2(t)\\
^ iA'UASUforWrY-*]] H^r) 4^)" 4-/!! \\A2{r)P"z2{r)\\dr
P = 1JO
\\tAΐU1(t,r)[fι(r)-f2(r)]dr\\Jo
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Hence
(3.39) | | |7V-7\;2 | | | = sup \\wH{t)-wϋ2{t)\\ ^
This means that Γ is a Lipschitz continuous operator.
Furthermore, if 0<sz<E
l/
v*"-
h)
 for θ=E7s&~"'<h we get
(3.40) |||7V-7Y;2||| =osug \\wϋi(t)-wΰ2(t)\\
^ E
Ί
s\-«"
So Γ is a contraction mapping, and by applying fixed point theorem we can
prove that there exists unique point v in F3 such that Tv=v.
ii) The general case.
We now turn to general case in which A(t,Ao*v) is not necessarily bounded.
We first construct a sequence of bounded operators A
n
{tyAQΛv) that approximate
A(t,A^av) in a certain sense. We set
(A
n
(t,Aϊ%) = A(t,Ao*v)J
n
(t}Aϊ«v)
(
 '
 j
 U ( M rV) [ i + r 1 ^ ( ^ V ) T ' w n = 1,2,...
Obviously A
n
(t,Aΐ*v) belong to B(X) and satisfy the assumptions Γ), 2°). There-
fore, all the estimates deduced in the preceding section are valid with constants
independent of n. Hence from i) there exist a fundermental solution Uin(t,s)
corresponding to AH(t9A^ΛVi(t)) and a solution zin of
Then, we get
(3.42) \\A
n
(0,u0)«[z1>n(t)-z2fn(t)]\\ ^ ^ " • ' Ί l k - ^ l l l
Due to Kato [3], we obtain that A
n
(0,u0)"Uitn(t,0)-+A<SUi(t,0) as w->oo.
Thus T is a Lipschitz continuous operator.
Furthermore, if 0<s4<min{s3,£j/(/l~Λ//)} and set ί ^ Q ^ , £,&), same as
i), there exists O<0<1 such that for any v
u
v2^FA the inequality IIIΓ^— Tv2\\\
<^lll^i—^111 holds. Then there exists unique point v in F4 such that Tv=v.
Thus in i) and ii) we have shown the existence of the fixed point v for T.
Noting Tv=w
υ
 and w
υ
(t)=A%w(t), we have A"zo(t)=v(t) or w(t)=Ao*v(t).
Applying (3.15) we find that
^ =f(t,Aό"v(ή).
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This finishes the proof of Theorem 2 for £*=s4 and u=A^
a
v.
4 Further results on linear equations
In the proof of Theorem 1 we shall use some results on analyticity of solu-
tions of linear evolution equations of the form
\—+A(t)u=f(t)(4.1) \dt KJ JK)
U
We shall make the following assumtions:
8°) For each ίeΣ={*<ΞΞC; |arg t\ <φ, 0 ^ |f| ^ Γ } , A(t)^L(X) which has
resolvent set containing the sector Q={\^C; |(argλ)—π\ ^τr/2+φ} and
(4.2) Il(λ+^(*)ΠI ^  C(l+ Iλl)"1, λ e ρ , / e Σ ,
where C is a constant independent of X and t.
9°) There exists h=\jm, where m is an integer, ^ 2 such that the domain, D,
of A(t)h is independent of t and dense in X,
10°) There exist C
u
 C2, C3, k, l—h<k<l such that
(4.3) \\A(t)hA(s)-h\\ ^ CΊ M e Σ , |arg(ί-ί) | < φ ,
(4.4) \\A(t)hA(s)-h-I\\<ίC2\t-s\k ί,ιεΣ, |arg(ί—
11°) The map ih^^(i)M(0)"A is analytic from Σ\{0} to B(X).
12°) / maps Σ into X with
(4.5) ll/ίί)-/WII^C3|
13°) / : Σ\{0} -> X is analytic.
14°)
Theorem 3. Lei /Aβ assumptions 8°)-14°) hold. Then there exists a unique
continuous function u:Σ-^X such that u:Σ\{0} ->X is analytic, u(t)^D(A(i))
with du(t)ldt+A(t)u(t)=f(t) for *GΞΣ\{0} and u(0)=u0. Furthermore, A(0)hu:
2\{0} —>X is analytic and, for 0 < α < l — k , there exists constant G>0, such that
(4.6) ||iί(0) «u{t)-A{0)«u{s)\\ ^G\t-s\\ ί,ί£Σ, I arg(ί-#) | <φ .
Proof. We first restrict t to be real in (4.1), te[0,T). Then the family
{A(t) O^t^T} and the function / : [0, T)-+X satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem
A. Thus there is a continuous function u: [0>T)-*X which is a solution to (4.1).
From (2.15) and (2.27) for any 0 < α < l — k and s,t in [0,Γ) we obtain
(4.7) \\A(0)«u(t)-A(0)«u(s)\\
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= \\A(θy[U(t,O)u
o
+\'u(t,r)f(r)dr]
Jo
-A(0)a[U(s,0)u0+ \SU(s,r)f(r)dr]\\
Jo
is \\A(0)»[U(t,0)-ί/(^0)]^(0)-MI ll^(0KII
+ \\A(O)a[\tU(t,r)f(r)dr-\SU(s,r)f(r)dr]\\
Jo Jo
We fix a, 0<a<l-k, and we have \\A(0)"u(t)\\ bounded on [0,T). In fact for
any t in [0,Γ) from (4.7) we have
\\A(0)«u(t)\\ ^ G?χ|ί |*+||i4(O)-«ol| ^ G ^ + H ^ o r i i o l l .
For 0<β<T/2 we consider the sector Σ
s
={t<=C; |arg(/—€)\ <<f>, \t\<
T—6}. Since the functions t\->A(t)hA(0)~h and t\->f(t) are analytic in a neigh-
borhood of the closure of 28, and by (4.5) /(£) is Holder continuous, we can
apply Theorem B: u has an extention to U {Σ
ε
; £>0}=Σ\{0} such that u:
2\{0}->Zis analytic, u(ΐ)^D(A(ή) and du(t)ldt+A(ί)u(t)=f(t) for *eΣ\{0}.
Next we shall show that A(0)hu: Σ\{O}-»X is analytic. Actually seeing
that t\-+A(t)hA(θyh is analytic, ίh^^4(0)A^4(ί)"A is analytic. By rewriting the
equation as A(t)u(t)=f(t)—u'(t) and using the fact that t\->u(t) and t\-*f(t) are
analytic, we have that t\-*A(t)hu(t)=A(ty1+h[f(t)—u\t)] is analytic. Then f h->
.4(0)*tt(f) is analytic from Σ\{0} to X as we see the differentiability of A(0)hu(ί)
in the following identity
A(0)hu(t+At)-A(0)hu(t)
= A(O)hA(t+At)-h[A(t+At)hu(t+At)-A(t)hu(ή]
+ [A(O)hA(t+At)-h-A(Q)hA(tyh]A(t)hu(t).
It remains to show inequality (4.6), We do this in several steps,
i) First, suppose s^(0,T) and
(4.8) t = s+\
o
e
iθ(=Ί,y | 0 | < φ , λ o >O.
Then v(\)=u(s-\~\eiθ) is a solution of the equation
t± en ί-£-«(λ)+Λ4(ί+λe>(λ) = β"
t (O) = U(S) .
The family fi(λ)=^ί'^(ί+λί'f'θ), 0 ^ λ ^ λ 0 , and the function g(\)=eiθf(s+\e%
0 ^ λ ^ λ 0 , satisfy the hypotheses 1°) and 2°), and the various constants are in-
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dependent of s,t. In fact, set t
λ
=s+XeiΘ<=J,y 0 ^ λ ^ λ 0 . Then for any
[0,λ0], D(B(\))=D(A(tλ)) is dense in X and B(X) has resolvent containing the
sector 0 Ξ { γ G C : Rey^O}.
And for any γGQ from (4.2) it follows that
Furthermore for any X,μ in [0,λ0] from (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) we get the follow-
ings,
= \\A(t
λ
γA(tμ)-h\\ £Clt
\\B(\γB(μ)->-I\\ = WAihfAiuy-IW
^ C21s+\e
iβ
-(s+μe«>)\k = C\\-μ\t,
^ C21 s+Xe
iβ
-(s+μei9) | * = C31 λ - μ | *.
Thus B(X) satisfy Γ) and 2°) and g is a Holder continuous mapping. Hence
in the same way as (4.7), we find that
(4.20) \\B{0)*'v(X)-B(0)a'v(μ)\\^G2\\-μ\" a<a'<l-k
where 5(0) = eiβA(s).
Therefore from (2.18) and (4.10) we get
(4.11) \\A(0)*u(t)-A(0)au(s)\\
= \\A(0)aA(s)-*Ά(sfu(s+Xeίβ)-A(0)aA(s)-aΆ(s)a'u(s+0eiβ)\\
ii) in the case of ί = 0 .
From (4.7) for any £>0, there exists se(0,T), \aτg(t—s)\<φ, such that \\A(ϋ)α
u(s)-A(0)*u(0)\\<£.
Hence according to i) we get
\\A(0)«u(t)-A(0)αu(0)\\
^\\A(0)«u(t)-A(0yu(s)\\+\\A(0)αu(s)-Aψ)«u(0)\\
Then as 6 -*• 0, we get
(4.12) \\A(0)«u(ή-A(0)«u(0)\\ ^ G3\t\k |arg t\<φ,
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iii) The general case.
In the same way as in i) for with general s, tGΣ\{0}, | avg(t—s) | < φ , we obtain
(4.13) \\A(0)au(t)-A(0)au(s)\\ ^ G 4 | ί - ί | * .
Thus for G=max{GlyG3,G4} Theorem 3 is proved.
5. Proof of Theorem 1
From (0.3) there are constants C4, φi>0, ΓjX) such that for t<=Ί<lyw<=N
and 101 <φi the resolvent set of eiΘA(t, Aζ*w) contains the left plane and
(5.1) \\{\-ei9A{t9A^to)Yl\\ ^ Ql+lλl)" 1 ReX^O.
where Σ
x
= {ί^C; |arg t \<φlf 0 ^ | / | <T1).
We let φ=min{φ0, φ j , and in (0.1) and (0.2) we make the change of
variable t=τeiθ, τG[0, ΓJ, | θ | < φ , so equations (0.1) and (0.2) become
(5.2) —+e
i9A(τeP, v)v = ei$f(τei9, v),
or
v(0, eiθ) = u0.
w h e r e Ό(T9eiθ) = u{τe% u(t) = υ(\t\9t/\t\).
We hold \θ\<φ fixed and apply Theorem 2 to equation (5. 2). In order
to make precise, let
B(τ,w,θ) = eiβA(τeiθ,w), g(ryw,θ) = eiθf(τeiθ,w)
for τe[0, ΓJ, | | ^ ^ - ^ w
o
| | < i ? , | (91 < φ . We shall show that for fixed (9, S(τ,
w,0) and g(τ,w,θ) satisfy the hypotheses 3°)-7°) of section 3 with constants in-
dependent of θ.
Since A(t,A^"w) is well defined for any w^N and /EΣ and
B(τ,Bό*w,θ) = £(τ,£(O,*/
o
,0)-χ0) = ei9A(τei99AΐΛ(e'iΛβto))
B(τ,Bό*wyθ) is well defined for zί eΛ^ and T G [ 0 , ΓJ, which verifies 3°).
4°) is verified since by (5.1) and D{B(τ,B^w}θ))=D{A{τei\ A^*(e-mw))).
For any zv^N and τG[0, ΓJ we have
βjr «;, θf) = D(eiθA(τ, Ao\e-i<AQw))h) = Z) ,
and from (0 4) and (0.5) it follows that
^ \\eihΘA(τieiΘ, AόΛe'iΛ
^ C2
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and
l f Bfw, θ)"B{r2, Boav, Θ)'h-I\\
^ C3{I V - V I'+1\e-ia to-e-^υ\ 1}
-βH} w,t;eJV1τ1,τae[O,ΓJ
Therefore 5°) is verified.
Next from (0.6) we get
\\g(τ
u
Bϊaw,θ)-g(τ2,Bϊ«v,θ)\\
= He' e/(V, AZ"e-iβ to)-eff{τ/f , A^
^ CΛI V - V Iσ+ ||e-w»w-e-'"<»||}
which verifies 6°).
Finally, note that
and 7°) is verified.
Hence it follows from Theorem 2, that there exist T,0<Γ^min{T 0 ,Γ 1 }
and a unique solution v{τ,eiΘ) of (5.2) defined for τ 6 [ 0 , ϊ ] , 101 < φ , which also
satisfies
(5.3) \jAaov(r1,ei<>)-Atv(τ2,e<(')\\^K\r1-r2\k - r ^ e ^ T ]
(5.4) \\Aΐv(τ, eiθ)—Aΐu0\\<R TG[O, T]
where the constant K does not depend on θ.
Let Σ Ξ {ίGC; |arg t| < φ , 0 ^ \t\ ^T} and
(5.5)
We shall show that u satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 1.
The fact that u(t)(ΞD(A(t, u{t))) and
\\Atu{t)-AU,\\<R for*<ΞΣ\{0},
\\A%u{t)~A%u,\\^K\t\k
follow from the corresponding properties of v.
We now show that Atu; Σ\{0} -+X is analytic. Actually the proof of
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Theorem 2 shows that v(τ, eiθ) is the limit of a sequence {v
n
{r, eiθ)} where
Vo(τ>eiθ) = uo> τ H ϊ ; » ( τ ) ^ ) is the unique solution of the linear equation dv
n
/dτ
+eiθA(τeiθyvn_1)vn^eiΘf(τeiθ,vn-1)τϊΞ[O,T]y (set AiυM+1=T(Atvu) for n<ΞN,)
and also Atv
n
{τ,eiθ) converges to A%v(τ,eiθ) uniformly in τG[0, Γ], v
n
 also satisfies
(5.6) \\Atv
n
(τy eiθ)-A«oUo\\<R TE[0, T],
(5.7) \\Atυ
n
(τ
u
 e
iθ)-A«oV
n
(τ2, eiθ)\\ SK\τλ-τ2\k rl9 τ2e[0,T] .
Since A*v
n
 converges to A*vy we have
A%u{t) = l i m A i u
u
( t ) w h e r e u
n
( t ) = v
n
( \ t \ , t / \ t \ ) .
Therefore, we get the following Lemma.
Lemma 3. A*u is analytic.
Proof of Lemma. From (5.6) it follows that {||yίSz/
n
(ί)||} is uniformly
bounded in n^N and ί e Σ . Therefore, in order to show A%u is analytic, it
suffices to show
(5.8) A%u
n
\ Σ\{0} -> X is analytic for each n.
We shall show (5.8) by induction, combining with the following inequality
(5.9) \\A«oU
n
(t)-A«ou
n
(s)\\^K
n
\t-s\k for ί,ίGX, \zτg(t-s)\<φ.
This is true for n==0 since u
o
(t)=v
o
( \ t \, ί/11 \ ) = u0. Suppose they are true for
u
n
-
v
 We shall apply Theorem 3 to the equation
U(0) - u0.
We must show
H(t) = A{t, u
u
^(t)) and h(t) = / ( ί , u
n
.
λ
{t))
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.
The fact that each H(t) has resolvent containing the sector |(argλ)—π\
with the estimate
follows from (0,3) and the fact that
\\
F r o m (0.4), we have
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\\H(t)hH(s)-h\\ =
t,s<=Σ, | a r g ( ί - ί ) | < φ .
Using (0.5), k^σ and the induction hypothesis on u
n
-1 it follows that
\\H(t)»H(s)-> -I\\ = \\A{t,A^Atu
n
.l{t))hA{s>ArA%un.1{s)Yh-I\\
£C3{\t-s\'+\\Atu.-1(t)-Atu..1(s)\\
, \arg(t-s)\<φ.
The analyticity of the map
H{t)hHφγh = A{t, AόaAaou
n
-ι(ή)hAόh
follows from the analyticity of the maps Φ: (t,w)\-> A(t, A^"w)hA^h
Applying (0.6), h^σ and the induction hypothesis on u
n
-
x
 and t\-*A*u
n
-
x
(t).
we obtain
\\h(t)-h(s)\\ =
^ C'4\t-s\
k
 ί,fEΣ, |arg(f—
The analyticity of the map
follows from the analyticity of the maps Ψ: (t,w)\-^f(t,A^aw) and t\-* A*u
n
-ι(t).
Therefore H(t) and h(t) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3. So (5.10)
has a unique solution w satisfying the conclutions of Theorem 3, i.e. w satisfies
(5.10) and w: Σ\{0} ->X is analytic. Furtheimore A(0)hw: Σ\{0} ->Xis analytic,
and there exists K
n
>0 such that
\\A«
o
w(t)-A«ow(s)\\^K
n
\t-s\k
Next, we claim u
n
~w. We must show v
n
(τy eiθ)=w(τeiθ). This is true
because the function τh-*w(τeiθ) is also a solution to -^-^-eiθA(τeiθy vn-ι)vH=
dr
e
iθf(τeiθy ^w_i) and hence vn(τ9 eiθ)=w(τeiθ) by uniqueness. Hence (5.8) and (5.9)
are obtained.
This completes the proof that A%u: Σ\{0} ->X is analytic. q.e.d.
The continuity of A%u: Έ,->X follows from the analyticity of A%u: Σ\ {0} ->X and
the estimate \\A"u(t)—A"u
o
\\^K\t\k for t in Σ. Finally the fact that u satisfies
the differential equation (0.1) and (0.2) follows from the corresponding property
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of υ.
To show that u is unique, it suffices to restrict to real t since u is analytic.
However, for real ί, uniqueness is included in Theorem 2.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.
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